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FISCAL Technologies offers a unique professional services offering
FISCAL Technologies’ providers of world-class accounts payable audit software
(http://www.fiscaltechnologies.com/solutions/overview.html), today announced the extension of their
professional services offering. This will allow organisations to gain an unparalleled insight into their
processes through using a unique combination of FISCAL’s market leading AP Forensics® suite with a new
benchmarking service drawing on nearly 10 years of core AP metrics
(http://www.fiscaltechnologies.com/about.html).
FISCAL’s professional services team offer organisations a clear view on how well their Accounts Payable
team and processes are performing and are then able to recommend ways to cut costs, increase efficiencies
and protect spend (http://www.fiscaltec.com/news/index.html). They can also make impartial
recommendations on which technologies to employ to maximise their Accounts Payable value.
Furthermore the professional services team work closely with all of FISCAL’s customers to ensure a fast
return on investment with AP Forensics® through a range of packages from a one-day workshop, to fast
start consultation programmes, to more extensive transformation service offerings.
FISCAL’s Professional Services Manager, Lindsay Durdle says; “Making use of our services gives our
organisations insight into how they can either improve or transform their Accounts Payable function to
become Best-in-Class”
- Ends –
Notes for Editors:
FISCAL Technologies Overview
FISCAL Technologies provides world class accounts payable audit software for corporations and government
organisations to cut costs, protect working capital, reduce risk and create best-in-class AP.
FISCAL’s market leading AP Forensics® suite consists of five core modules to analyse accounts payable
transactions, master supplier files and VAT entries. It has been designed specifically for Purchase to
Pay and Accounts Payable staff to easily run on a constant monitoring, daily or weekly basis. It works
alongside any accounting system and has been used to protect hundreds of millions of transactions across
the globe.
For more information, please visit www.fiscaltec.co.uk or www.fiscaltec.com.
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